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Abstract
The idea of integrating SDH/SONET with WDM network technology in a multilayer dynamic network has
proven to be reliable alternative for changing from static to automatic switched transport network (ASTN)
together with a dynamic photonic layer. ASTN can be defined as a network that can control signal and
routing automatically while Static refer to a manual routing of signal by the admin, who manually
configured the network routers by providing the necessary information required for a successful packet
transmission.WDM has the capability of exploiting larger number of bandwidth given to it by optical fibers,
for instance hundreds of 10 Gb/s channels can be transmitted over the same fiber when channel spacing is
reduced down bleow100 GHz. We evaluate how WDM can enhances the performance SDH/SONET in terms
of high capacity point-to-point links, wide and metro area networks and of course the multiple access WDM
networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) / synchronous optical network (SONET) are identical protocols that
transfer multiple digital bit streams synchronously over an optical fiber by means of laser or light from light
emitting diodes (LEDs). SDH/SONET was designed to provide access to optical transmission medium. It
uses a specific frame format to carry data with overhead bytes. SDH channels are synchronous to supported
pointers, which show the initial byte position of each channel with in the SDH frame [1]. The pointers are
used to multiplex digital signals with in a single frame efficiently [1]. Can SDH/SNOET be enhance with
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)? This paper will tries to foresee answers to these question. We first
explain SDH/SONET network and Multiplexing, Concatenation. Finally we discuss
II. SDH/SONET MULTIPLEXING
There are currently two different multiplexing technologies that are used in optical networks. Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). This paper will concentered on
SDH/SONET [2]

Figure: SONET network [3]
The SDH/SONET architecture identifies three distinct layers each corresponding to a level of communication
between SDH/SONET equipment. It starting with the lowest which is generator section, the multiplex section
and the pay layer, each of these layer has its own header [2]. The transport header of SDH/SONET frame is
subdivide into two parts that contains regenerator section and the multiplex section which means the pointer
indicates the beginning of the VC in the payload. The virtual container is made up of header and payload. The
payload is segmented into sub signals in four complex way. In SDH an STM-1 frame itself may contain
either a VC-4 or three multiplexed VC-3s [2].
There are three types of SDH/SONET multiplexers, such as Terminal multiplexer, Add/Drop
multiplexer and Cross connect multiplexers. The terminal multiplexer is prepared with synchronous and
Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) in the interface, subscribe interface are located in the access module
(AM). The add/drop multiplexer are equipped with synchronous and asynchronous line interfaces and a bus
which allows the insertion and extraction of elementary PDH signals into/from the STM-N or OC-N frames.
The interface allow the addition of the tributary flows [3]. The Multiplexing/ Demultiplexing process does
not require the complete disassembling of the SDH/SONET multiplex signal. Multiplexer include a switching
module of the input signals if no signal is addition/extraction is perfumed. Add and drop trucks can be
interconnected. The cross connect multiplexer is a switching matrix equipped with a number of ports which
can be the subscriber interfaces [3]. Digital signals are received at a given input port can be connected
through switching matrix to the corresponding output port. The multiplexed signals on an input can be
disassembled into individual signals and send to different output ports [4].
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SDH/SONET has similarities to the extent that SONET can be seen as a subset of Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy. The significant signal in Synchronous Digital Hierarchy is the synchronous transfer module
(STM-1), that operate at the rate of about 155Mb/s. While the signal in SONET is the synchronous transport
signal (STS-1), that run at the rate of about 51Mb/s [4]. The two signals are made of contiguous frames that
consist of a transport overhead, which the header and a payload is used to solve synchronization issue. The
data is not directly transported in the payload but rather in another internal frame that floats over two
successive SDH/SONET payloads and is named as virtual container (VC) in SDH and a synchronous payload
envelope in SONET [5].

Figure: SDH Multiplexer [5]
III.
CONCATENATION SYSTEM UNDER SDH/SONET
A. Standard contiguous concatenation
Standard contiguous concatenation can be supported in SDH/SONET network. Signals are defined and each
concatenation signal is transported as a signal entity across the network. The concatenation signal can be
achieved by gluing together with the pay load of the constituent signals and they arrived in a fixed size.
SONET use synchronous pay load envelopes (SPEs) where n=3X and X is restricted to the values 1, 4, 16, 64
0r 256. SDH uses VC-4-Xc where X is restricted to 1, 4, 16, 64 or 256. The rising of these is to ease the
development burden for hardware designer but can seriously affect the bandwidth efficiency of SDH/SONET
link [5].
B. Arbitrary contiguous concatenation
In arbitrary concatenation a room has to be created for a signal that could not be accommodated with the
standard contiguous concatenation rule which is the “regrooming” operation [6]. Some makers of framers
want to get around with the restricted of the hardware that processes the SDH multiplexer section layer that is
known as flexible or arbitrary concatenation with the capability. There are no restriction on the size of an
STS-Nc (VC-4-Xc) or the signal time slot used by concatenated signal [6].
C. Virtual concatenation
The ITU-T and ANSITI committee have standardized an alternative known as Virtual concatenation,
SDH/SONET can be glue together the VCs or SPEs of separately conveyed signals [6]. Arbitrary
concatenation overcomes the bandwidth inefficiencies of standard contiguous concatenation by removing the
restrictions on the number of component and their placement within a large concatenated signal. In WDM
virtual concatenation can make the use of full bandwidth of WDM system with contiguous concatenation as
not accommodate [7]. The effective used of many existing network element makes the virtual concatenation
more compatible with WDM. The mechanism is significant and it seems more likely be adopted in ATM
network [7].
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IV.WDM TECHNOLOGY
Wavelength division multiplexing can bbe defined as the technology that allows various
us optical signals to be
transmitted by a single fiber. The princip
iple of WDM is as the same as that of frequencyy ddivision multiplexing
(FDM), meaning some signals are transm
smitted using several carriers and occupying a non
on-overlapping section
of a frequency spectrum. Talking aboutt W
WDM, the spectrum been utilized is within the ra
range of 1300 to 1500
nm, this are considered to be the two wavelength
w
windows that optical fibers has less
sser signal loss of bits
stream. Presently over 100 optical chann
nnels can easily be multiplexed into single fiber aand the idea is termed
as dense WDM (DWDM), it is very cost
co effective by increasing the optical fiber ban
andwidth with several
folds.[3]
A. Components of WDM
The components of WDM compris
rises optical multiplexers that multiplex the signals
sig
into the single
transmission fiber line. Optical amplifier
iers are for boosting the optical signals to addresss ssome losses. There is
also demultiplexers at the receivers end
en which function as a tool that separate each
ch of the multiplexed
wavelength to its receiver at the end of the
th optical fiber link. Another component is optic
tical ADM (OADM) in
the system which has the responsibility
ty of grooming and splitting optical signals in th
the transmission path.
More so, the key important component
nts of WDM are the optical switch which hass the responsibility of
switching optical signal of a particular in
input port to output port. Then a wavelength conv
nverter component that
converts optical signal at particular wave
velength to another signal on different wavelength
gth without altering the
digital content.

Figure 3 Simple WDM [3]
DM
V.ENHANCING SDH/SONET WITH WD
SDH/SONET layer is flexible for future
ure service for efficient network reconfigurationn by allowing internal
service multiplexing, grooming, together
er with add/drop at any node. However digital SD
SDH/SONET overhead
gives high performance monitoring (PM
PM) of the data being transmitted for use in any
ny fault identification,
trouble-shooting and of course the servi
vice level agreement (SLA) management. At the
he end of this a simple
rule of plug and play connection of SDH
H/SONET nodes, point-and-click and end-to-end
nd service management
is achieved. Although the SDH/SONET
T transport systems composed of digital repeaterr w
which means it adopt
Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) energy
gy conversions of the optical signals at each of th
the node. Considering
the fact that number of OEO interfaces
es succeed in both distance and capacity but inc
increasing the network
capacity with SDH/SONET systemss alone can become architecturally unreliable
ble and economically
unaffordable. The solution to this limit
itation was the development of optical amplifi
ifiers and Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM). WDM iimplementation into core and long-haul network
orks gives a significant
reductions in bandwidth cost, excellentt sscaling of fiber capacity, and also the introductio
tion of new transparent
wavelength services. All this is been done
d
by WDM by multiplexing several channel
nels into a single fiber
which at the endreduced the amount off OEO-based digital repeaters and substitute it with
w optical amplifiers
inorder to enhance optical reach and amo
ortize the cost across several channels.
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More so, by deploying WDM, you are making optical transport network to become increasingly analog
depending solely on the amplification and also manipulation of wavelength instead of digital bits as it used to
be the case. Subsequently WDM would no longer have the simplicity of plug and play which in turn needs
the operators to consider new technology challenges like optical reach, dispersion and wavelength banding
during the course of planning, engineering, deploying and managing their network. Having done all that you
will notice that the simplicity of SDH/SONET systems was lost in exchange for wavelength scalability and
transparency [9, 10, and 13]. The following are important points on the scalability of WDM to SONET/SDH.
a) In terms High Capacity Point-to-Point Links
In a long-haul fiber links that makes the backbone or core network of telecommunication, the essence of
WDM is as simple as increasing the overall bit rate. Based on that the output of some transmitters which
operates individually at a particular frequency (wavelength) is being multiplexed together and this
multiplexed signal is launched into the optical fiber transmission to the other end of demultiplexer that can
transmit each particular channel to its own receiver. [8,11]
b) In Wide Area and Metro Area Networks
In all the optical network by which a WDM signal can pass through different nodes which is possibly being
modified by either adding or dropping some channels is referred to as “Optically transparent”. As we know
metro networks or MAN connects different central offices in the metropolitan area, which in turn gives a high
cost of transmitting bits stream, and in order to reduce down the cost a coarse WDM can be introduce instead
of dense WDM that is commonly used in the backbone ring of the network, by utilizing what is called the
channel spacing in the 2-10 nm range. However, mostly two fibers are used inside the ring, one for
transporting the dataand the other one provide protection against failure. [8, 12, 14]
c) Multiple Access WDM Networks
The idea of using WDM in multiple access network is to confirm the idea that says the channel wavelength
itself can also be utilized for switching, routing or distributing each channel to destination which will result
into an all optical network. Of-course since there was used of wavelength for multiple access that WDM
approach is referred to as Wavelength Division Multiple Access (WDMA). It can also be classified into two
(WDMA), which are Single hop and Multi hop all-optical network. [8, 15]
VI. CONCLUSION
No doubt WDM is a technology that enhances the efficiency of SDH/SONET although in the course it
losses it simplicity of plug-and-play which brings about some challenges of optical reach, dispersion and
wavelength banding at a time of planning, engineering, deploying and managing the network but at the same
time WDM can gives reduction in bandwidth cost in the area of core and long haul networks, guaranteed
excellent scalability of fiber capacity and most importantly reduced the amount of OEO based energy
conversion by introducing optical amplifiers which incease optical reach and amortize cost across different
channels.
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